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-In Which- 

Julian Receives a Birthday Gift 

Being as terribly grouchy as she was, Aunt Agnes rarely celebrated Julian’s birthday. But 
when Julian came downstairs to the kitchen on the morning of his birthday, Aunt Agnes had a 
surprise for him.  
 
  “What’s half of ten dollars?” she snapped as he entered the room, her sharp eyes poking 
out from under her brow. “Half of ten is five, Aunt Agnes. And half of five is two dollars and 
fifty cents and half of…” Julian found himself yawning. His aunt didn’t wait to hear the rest. “I 
am giving you five dollars for your birthday this year. Go to the Fish Monger and fetch me five 
dollars worth of Sour Herring for dinner tonight.” She held out a cracked hand with the crinkled 
money. Julian looked at the gift. “Yes, Aunt Agnes” he replied, “five dollars of fish. Times two 
would be ten and times three would be fifteen.”  
 
  “Hwmph” she replied, “Now get dressed and be off. I have numbers to write” and she 
sent him on his way.  
 
  Aunt Agnes did not think, as grownups often don’t, about the fact that Julian had never 
been given any money nor had he ever left the street where they lived. And she especially did not 
think about the most important fact that Julian had absolutely no idea where in Seat Pleasant the 
Fish Monger was. It was early in the morning and the air was still cold as Julian set off on his 
journey into town to find the Fish Monger. It was foggy and wet and the streets all rolled one 
after the other down down down away from Julian’s house on the edge of town and toward the 
sea. Fish lived in the sea, Julian knew, which meant that the Fish Monger must be down by the 
opposite edge of the town. Down down down Julian travelled until he reached the very edge of 
town where a short white fence lined the edge and the grasses hung over the bluff. Salty spray 
shot up into the air occasionally and Julian’s eyes traced a long rickety pier that snaked out over 
the water. Even up-upstairs in his circus room, Julian had never felt so high up and his stomach 
took on a strange sort of heavy weight to acknowledge the new experience. He backed away 
from the fence and back onto the cobblestone street, almost stepping onto a dusty orange cat as it 
darted between his legs.  
 
  Julian jumped when he felt the soft brush of its bushy tail rub against his leg and then 
spun around to watch the animal prance down the street and back into the alley beside a very 
crooked chocolate brown shop. The building zigged one way and then the other as it stretched up 
to a flat roof trimmed in white molding that reminded Julian of the icing on a cake. Julian walked 
slowly to the front of the shop, cupping his hands around his face as he looked in through the 
warped glass in the front window. Inside, long sagging shelves lined one end of the shop stacked 
high with bars wrapped in golden paper. Opposite the shelves stood a large raised counter on 



which sat a magnificent sloping old register and a flowerpot filled with a number of fancy 
feathers. Behind the counter the wall was filled entirely with cabinets and shelves, save for a 
small opening for a tiny window that looked out into the alley where the cat had reappeared and 
two large hooks with a long spoon and a strange cooking instrument. The cabinets all seemed to 
be filled with empty glass jars, each with a small paper label. Along the back wall, directly 
opposite Julian were two crooked doors divided by a smiling old oven.  
 
  Just then one of the doors opened and a tall old woman emerged from what looked to be a 
bright yellow bathroom.  

“Come along, Gigi. Come along, Georgina” the woman called back into the room, 
hoisting up her long skirts to reveal striped stockings as two lanky monkeys slunk out and into 
the shop. They batted their eyes coyly up at the old woman who bent down and, unfolding her 
fingers, handed them each a small biscuit. They then made their way to the counter and hopped 
up to look out over the shop. One of them made a face when they saw Julian in the window, but 
the old woman seemed not to notice. She primped her pile of yellow-white hair in the reflection 
of the oven door, patted it, and then made her way back to the door from which she had just 
come. She opened it and Julian jumped back from the glass in shock. The bright yellow room 
was gone! Instead, the door now lead to what seemed to be a dark closet. The old woman 
reached into the closet and slowly she drug from within a great big copper pot. It glistened and 
shined as sunlight bounced off its many dents and bruises as she pulled the vessel across the 
floor to the center of the room behind the counter. She began to open each cabinet, examining the 
labels and straightening the rows of empty bottles that filled each one.  

  “King, donkey, desert, duke. Lovely ingredients,” the woman said to herself, running her 
finger across the empty bottles. Suddenly she stopped and turned her head so that Julian saw her 
face for the first time. It was stern, yet friendly and defined by lines that spoke her age. Her eyes 
were a brilliant pale blue and they stared directly at Julian. Blinking and then returning to her 
work, the woman continued to examine the collection of empty jars in the cabinet. At last she 
pulled one from the shelf. 

“Cat.” 

She turned back to the cabinet and continued to run her fingers along each bottle. Zebra, 
Horse Race, Castle, Bluff. None were quite right. Gust. She smiled, removing the bottle from the 
cabinet and placing it next to Cat. She continued through the cabinets, pulling from the shelves 
those that pleased her. When she was finished she examined her lineup. 

Cat 
Circus 
Sea Spray 
Gust 



Ocean 
Sugar 
Rain 
Dream 

Scooping the jars into her apron, the woman turned toward the large copper basin. She 
uncorked “Gust” and tipped the empty bottle over the pot. WHOOPH! A large swoop shook the 
tiny shop and the pot filled instantly with a warm golden liquid. One of the monkeys had found 
her way to the windowsill and was looking on, focused on the swirling liquid that now 
shimmered in the already glowing pot. Her tail seemed to swing in time with the flowing elixir. 
Next came “Sea Spray,” then “Circus,” followed by the others. At last, the old woman uncorked 
“Dream”. Tipping the bottle over the pot, the mixture flashed a glowing silver before settling 
back to gold. The woman picked up the large wooden spoon from the crooked hook on the wall 
and dipping it into the pot, began to stir. The mixture spit like the ocean, sending up salty sprays 
of golden froth. She patiently stirred the contents, gently moving her arms in a familiar circle 
around and around. The monkey’s tail followed while the other snoozed in the corner. The liquid 
was thick now, having taken on the consistency of marmalade. At last, the woman returned the 
spoon to its hook, taking a large tool from the wall that hung next to it. She dipped the tool into 
the pot, squeezing the end and filling it with the golden jelly. Taking a chocolate from the counter 
in front of her, she squeezed the tool again, this time with the end inside the small chocolate. The 
tool emptied of its contents and she placed it back on the hook. She looked at the chocolate in her 
hand and smiled. Grabbing a small piece of golden paper, she carefully wrapped the finished 
treat. Them taking a large peacock quill from next to the cash register, she began to write. The 
ink flowed a vibrant green as she labeled the chocolate. “The Boy Who Believed.” 



3 
-In Which- 

The Story Starts 

Where do stories come from? Do they sprout up like a beanstalk? Or transform like a 
pumpkin into a carriage? You might have wondered this the last time you opened Rapunzel or 
poured over Paddington. How did these pages get here, these stories come to be, and this magic 
exist? Stories are inside all of us, simmering and stewing like broth in a great big copper pot, and 
the truth of the matter is that it’s only a problem of drawing them out and sharing them with the 
world. 

This story is a story about stories. And about storytelling. And about a witch.  
 
  Not a mean witch, or a witch with hairy warts, but a kind witch. With papery skin and old 
bony arms and fingers filled with magic. This witch lived in a tiny town on a tall bluff at the edge 
of the sea and believed in the power of a word. And even though this story did not happen a long 
time ago or far far away, it did happen and there was magic and it was real. Magic is like so 
many things that make the world sparkle and tick in that although we can no longer see it or use 
or even know it is there, this does not mean it is not. It is in the everyday that this magic presents 
itself, behind the jiggle of a doorknob or inbetween the between of two soft curtains through 
which a sharp ray of light peaks. It is in the places we least expected or never thought to look. It 
shows itself in the stories we tell and the tiny towns that find themselves on the edge of the 
water, overlooking the sea. 

These are the stories about a small boy who was very much like you, his awful Aunt 
Agnes who was very much a grump, and a wise old witch who owned a chocolate shop at the 
edge of Seat Pleasant and decided to share her secrets with that very boy from the beginning of 
this rather long sentence. You have already met. His name is Julian.  



4 
-In Which- 

Julian Receives His First Lesson 

“Coming in, dear?”  

The old woman was now looking through the glass at Julian again. Julian sat up 
suddenly. He had not expected to be noticed. “The shop is open, dear. You are welcome to come 
in an look around,” the woman called out.  

 Hesitantly, Julian stood up and made his way around the window to the wooden screen 
door. It made a loud bang when it closed behind him and a small bell jingled a happy welcome 
above his head as he pushed through the door and stepped into the shop. The old woman came 
out from around the counter, bent down, and stretched out an arm. She had bright green nails and 
skin that didn’t seem to stick to her bones. Julian wrinkled his nose. 

“I suppose I was wrong to assume you looked like a boy of good manners,” the woman 
stated, smiling down at him. “My name is Flora and this is my shop. Those two are Gigi and 
Georgina,” she motioned to the monkeys now twisting between her legs, “and that gentleman up 
there,” she pointed to the cat in the window, “is Shoo Shoo.”  
 
 She paused.  
 
 “This, dear, is where is custom for one to say, ‘how do you do? My name is” she smiled 
again. “A good first impression really is most ideal.” 

“Julian, ma’am” he finally let out. 

“Lovely. Would you like to purchase some chocolate? Or have you come to just watch me 
through my window?” 

“I’m sorry, Miss Flora, I—” 

“There is no need for apologies, dear. How about you go pick up that bar over there. 
Third shelf, fourth from the right.” 

Julian walked slowly over and counted. 1-2-3 up. 1-2-3-4 in. He picked up the bar. It was 
wrapped in gold paper, just as the others, and labeled across the front was the title, “Up and Back 
Down”. 



“A story, dear,” said Flora, “I’ve written it myself. Do you ever write your own stories, 
Julian?” 

Julian looked up at her. She was squinting slightly, as if trying to come up with the 
answer herself. “No ma’am, well yes. I don’t know much about how to write.” 

“Writing is the least important part. Go on and give the bar a taste.” Her face returned to 
the smile.  

Julian peeled back the golden paper to reveal chocolate. Breaking off a little piece to be 
polite, he took a bite. Instantly he felt a funny tingling in his toes and then all of a sudden they 
felt rather light. He looked down and noticed they were no longer on the floor: he was going Up. 
Higher and higher he floated so that Julian began to smile and laugh. How marvelous and 
wonderful to soar up and up until…bump! Julian felt his head knock into the ceiling. 

“Oh do be careful while you are Up!” called Flora from down on the ground. “It should 
only be a moment now. I wrote this one rather Short.”  

  And in less then a minute Julian felt his feet getting very heavy so that soon he was going 
Back Down and in no time landed on the floor next to Flora.  
 
 “Amazing!” he cried! “How did you do it?” 

  “Words” responded Flora, beaming, “are very powerful if you believe them.” 

Words. Julian knew he was no good at writing or words. 

“Would you like to learn?” Flora asked. Julian’s eyes came alive as a bright smile spread 
across his face.  

  “Oh yes please, Miss Flora!” he cried.  

And so it was agreed that each day Julian would come to the shop and each day Flora 
would provide a new lesson so that he could learn to write stories the way she did and mix 
chocolates that could make them come true. After many thank-you’s and yes ma’am’s, Julian 
raced to the Fish Monger, purchased five dollars worth of Sour Herring and then raced even 
faster home, eager to tell Aunt Agnes all about his marvelous adventure with Flora, the magical 
shop, and the chocolate that made him go Up and Back Down.  

But Aunt Agnes hated the story, as she hated all stories, and told Julian his words were 
nothing but stinky little lies and that he ought to go take a bath immediately after running around 
outside all day. And so up-upstairs Julian went, and lifting up the special floorboard, pulled out 
his little notebook. He thought very hard, and then choosing what he thought was quite a good 



first word, began to write the story of his birthday. And when he was all done and quite pleased 
with himself, he carefully placed the little notebook back under the floorboard and got into bed. 
He pulled his blanket right up under his nose so that he heard a tiny little whoosh across the 
fleece each time he breathed out. He listened to the rhythm of the whoosh, like a sluggish train 
climbing uphill, as it carried him off to sleep.  


